The principal activites undertaken in the production of "Sesame Street's have come to be viewed by pm as a modeli and this model was again applied in the production rtf-"The Electric Company." If there is a single, most critical condition for rendering such a model"of researcher-producer cooperation effective, it is that the researchers and the producers cannot be marching to different drummers, The model is essentially a model for production planning. More specit.;cally, it is a model for plannibg the educatiOal (as opposed to the dramatic)' aspeets of the production; ard the -formatiiii-research-is an integral part of that process. In the case of "Sesame Street" and "The Electric Company,"
at least, it is hard to imagine that the formative research and curriculast planning could have been effective if carried out apart from overall production planning, either as an a priori process, or as an independent but simultaneous function.
The activities included in the model are presented below in their approximate chronological order of occurence.
A. Behavioral Goals
As the initial step toward establishing its educational goals, CIV, in the summer of 1968, conducted a series of five three-day seminars dealing with the folloaing topics: There is currently in the United States unparalleled int,ires;t in the systematic use of broadcast television to prothote the social, emotional, and intellectual growth of young,Children. Suppmt for this movement lies in the recognition that television is ubiquitous, reaching 'into 97% of all U.S. households; that young children are exposed to upwards of thirty hours of television fare each week; that while they learn a great deal from what they watch, there have been far too few significant attempts to plan program content in order to address important areas of learning and development systematically; and that no other approach can promise to deliver so much to so many at so small a unit cost. 1
An important feature of this movement is its emphasis upon 'formative" planning and research, whereby important objectives are first clearly identified and systematic audience tests are then carried out in order to evaluate progress toward their achieve eat during the actual course of a program's production. Formative research is typically contrasted with summative research, which is concerned with follmr-up testing to determine the educational effect of new products and practices when actually put in 'o-use. 2 What is to be presented here is a description of Ott approaches to forMativo planning and research taken by CT:; in the Palmer -2 production of "Sesame Street" and "The Electric Company." Although an effort will be made 'throughout to diScues these approaches in ways that will suggest their potential usefulness in the development of other new educational products and practices, this paper is not a compendium of research results for the general guidance of producers of educational materials; it is, rather, a case study. As a case study, it will foots on the overall operational framework within which CTW's formative research Also unusual in thetT01 case were the organizational and inter-.
pv=00al relationships between the in-house research and production staffs, and the policy followed 'in production recruiting: All of the key producers came 'from commercial production backgrounds. None had formal profesitional trainirg in education or experiencein educational televi-*ion production. Yet, they' were given the responsibility for; final production decisions. They did not work under the researchers, nor did the reseerchers work under them. The intended function of the fdtmative research was to provide information which the producers would fir4 useful'
it wing-program-design decision*, relNtiie to both appeal and educe-, 0 tional effect.
To_ the extent that the formative research worked, it _worked in large _ measure because of:the-attitudes-taken icward,it by producers "and researchers alike. The prodticers were coitte4 to experimenting with the cyclic' pro-, cows of empirical eVeauation and production revision, and tended to have the creative abilitynot only to spe the implications of the research, hut to carry these implications through into the form of new and revised production approaches. Accordingly, the usefulness of CTW's formative . research has depended not only upon the qualities of the research itself, but also upon the talents of those who'put its results to use. Moreover, the producers never expected the research to yield full-blown decisiens;-they recognized that its function was to provide one more source of inform-, -tion among many. From the research side,because-the responsibility for final production decisions zesided with the producers, it was necessary to develop and apply only methods which produeors_thouselves found useZul.-Accordingly, the producers. wore: from this outset in all research Seott.8, 3 However, the present scope and depth of the formative research literature is in newey commensurate will: its promise for eduation. The promise of the approach is that it will providti designers of educational 'products and practices with empirical data far more direetly pertinent to their respective media, materille, and learning conditions than are the results of traditional, more basic research. For the field of educational television in particeav,,it offers ways to help. bring about planed effects.
With mass broadcast distrinution making it possible to reach hundreds of thousands or even millions of vie-Irs (in the case cif *Same Street," the weekly audience is estimated to include more than eight million different children) it behOeves the producers to employ every reasonablk, means for helping to ensure in advance that the programs will achieve their objectives. . \ By July of 1969 a format for _the .pro'grani had been devised, ntitle-
been selected, a cast had been tentatively assigned, and a week of length trial' programs had been' taped.
Completed prototype production elements were tested by the research .1.
f in two ways: {1) the appeal of the ant ma4ria 1 was measured against appeal of previouky tested films and-television s'hOws, and (2 to begin examining theocausulative irapact ok the series. accordingly, Palmer -12 In pursuit of these objectives, a model for research on presenta- The model is tentative, intended more as a point of departure for It also can reveal the effects ef_ineongruity-,---surprittngnese,; or fan--taw, as comparbd with Stzaigbtforwardness, predictability, and realism;
. Still other facets of ccuiprebensibility relate to tinting,-ssquengi ant the sa_e_ of redundancy.
-repeating an ant' -exactly or ill urinating variatio, in_ rest ti-ng a_ point from-alterative perspe.
end in making use of introductions or reviews. 
